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WHAT DEFINES A
CHANNEL LEGEND MOST

elcome to our 2018 Channel Influencers Awards. This is our first awards issue that
leverages the combined editorial teams representing Channel Partners and
Channel Futures. Our objective: Name the top organizations, people, trends and
technologies driving change in the channel and beyond today (here’s how we chose).
Now, you would think that friendly tech journalists working under the same
corporate umbrella would agree on most selections and criteria. But we didn’t — at
least not at first. Some of us wanted to honor longevity and predictability, two qualities
channel partners admire. Others wanted to recognize disruption and innovation. After
some back and forth, it hit T.C. Doyle, editorial director at Channel Futures, and me
why our team was at odds: Just like individual channel partners that go to market with
different product mixes or business strategies, we, too, have our unique perspectives.
Like you, we value different qualities in tech vendors, thought leaders and innovations
themselves.
Take Tom Kaneshige, author of the popular ZeroOne blog. Tom believes GE, a company
that is outwardly in disarray right now, is positioned to make the most of the IoT
opportunity. GE, Tom notes, claims that its focus on IoT will make the 126-year-old
industrial giant “a Top 10 software company by 2020.”
An old-guard company making a bold move in a new and fast-changing space?
After reflection, I not only get the selection, I like it.
In contrast Nicole Henderson chose Salesforce.com as one of the channel’s “25 Orgs
to Watch” in 2018. At first blush, this was a safe choice. Salesforce, after all, is an
established market leader. (How much more established can you be than opening an
office tower that cost more than $1 billion and stands taller than any other building west of the
Mississippi River?)
But Nicole adds an interesting twist. She chose Salesforce not for its partner
ecosystem, but for its revolutionary AI-based platform, which helps customers take the
guesswork out of sales forecasting. “Einstein,” as it is known, “is delivering more than
475 million predictions daily,” Nicole writes. This could literally transform commerce on
a scale that only Amazon has done of late.
The more I looked at the selections featured on our Channel Influencers Awards list,
the more I liked their diversity. T.C. does too. So what, I asked him, separates a run-ofthe-mill entrepreneur, idea or organization from a true standout?
“Many people believe it’s the level of disruption they create,” he told me. “But that’s
not the only thing that makes a company great. Steve Jobs once famously knocked
Microsoft for having ‘no taste.’ Fair enough. But Microsoft proved that you can achieve
greatness by relentlessly grinding away year after year.”
On that, I would agree. But great companies, I noted, iterate and innovate.
“Agreed,” he said. “Organizations, people and products must be able to both grind
and leap. You have to be skilled at both being disruptive and sustaining innovation.
You have to be able to carry out best practices and improvise simultaneously. And you
have to be able to take risks and play it safe.”
Which brings me to our 2018 list of influencers.
We’ll unveil our Channel Influencer of the Year in an upcoming print issue, and
recognize all our winners at the Spring 2018 Channel Partners Conference & Expo at the
Venetian & Sands Expo in Las Vegas. There, 6,000-plus partners and suppliers will
converge the week of April 17. We hope you can join us and tell T.C. and me what you
think of our selections.
Lorna Garey
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25 Orgs to Watch

1
AT&T continues to push the industry with 5G, IoT and its
“software-defined everything” strategy. Its pending acquisition
of Time Warner is shifting the way service providers think about
the media content they deliver. As AT&T’s industry continues
to see M&A, legislative turmoil and the convergence of IT
and telecom, the company itself is working on reinvention.
And as AT&T’s scope of technology and resources
gets deeper, its channel partners have additional reasons
for excitement.
AT&T made a major change to its channel in the fall.
Brooks McCorcle retired as vice president of AT&T Partner
Solutions and passed the torch to Zee Hussain, who will
undersee a major shift in the way AT&T does business

with its partners. The telecommunications giant rolled
its three indirect channel programs — Partner Exchange,
ACC Business and Alliance Channel — underneath the
AT&T Partner Solutions umbrella. That realignment has
made AT&T’s channel leadership structure more clear and
allows partners to use tools and resources from the other
programs.
The Alliance Channel also recently took strides in
simplifying membership and giving payment flexibility to
its partners.
AT&T’s competition with Verizon, in both various technology
arms races and in the channel, is sure to be a major theme
in 2018. —James Anderson

2
In 2009, born-in-the-cloud master agent/distributor Avant
Communications launched in a marketplace of disruptive
technologies with a disruptive business model: focus on
selling engagement with the customer instead of selling
the product.
The main thrust in the Chicago-based company’s
channel partner-empowering sales engine comes from
its sales enablement-as-a-service (SEaaS) platform. The
platform’s four components — BattleApp, R&D, BattleLab
and BattlePlan — provide partners with everything from
guidance through the sales process and data for sales
qualification and portfolio selection to a state-of-the-art
sales enablement and immersion center and life cycle
sales enablement engagement. In addition, Avant’s channel
support team pursues the newest and best products,
tools and resources to help channel partners continuously
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enhance their IT sales capabilities.
That strategy appears to be working. And well.
In September, Avant president and co-founder Drew
Lydecker told Channel Partners the company enjoyed
tremendous growth over the past year. SD-WAN revenue
tripled, and UCaaS revenue doubled — as did investments
in partner resources and the size of its channel support
team. Machine-learning capabilities added to BattleApp
will help partners locate sales and marketing resources,
and “concierge style” support is available for installation
management, quotes and order entry.
Lydecker says the entire team at Avant holds firm to
a conviction that sales enablement for partners is key
for master agents and distributors going forward. And
they have plenty of evidence to support their case.
—Buffy Naylor

25 Orgs to Watch

3
Avaya began 2017 saddled with about $6.3 billion in debt
and filing for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. Looking
ahead, 2018 will be a year of transformation as it emerges
from its restructuring as a public company.
Avaya exited chapter 11 in December.
“We are focused on the success of our partners and
customers, and you will continue to see Avaya evolve and
lead the industry,” said Gary Levy, vice president of U.S.
channels. “We are investing in emerging technologies to
enable our partners to succeed in the marketplace by
delivering game-changing solutions to our customers.”
One example is a five-year, $60 million mega deal with
the Bosch Group, announced in October.
With new president and CEO Jim Chirico in place,
Avaya is focused on simplifying operational processes and
complexities to “empower our partners, employees and
our customers — and to make it easier to do business with

Avaya, all while providing best-in-class margins for partner
profitability,” Levy said. He insists the company will emerge
from chapter 11 with a stronger balance sheet and greater
freedom to invest in R&D and innovation, sales and M&A,
not to mention expanding the ecosystem of technology and
alliance partners.
Avaya is working on launching a new partner program
that offers to modernize its base by introducing cloud and
hybrid offerings aimed at accelerating partner success and
delivering improved customer experiences, Levy said.
“Not only is Avaya coming back, we’re coming back
stronger than ever,” he said. “That means there’s never been
a better time to be an Avaya partner. We’ve demonstrated
the strength of our business model and the resilience of
our customer base as we’ve moved through the debt
restructuring process. We are ready to compete and win
more aggressively in the market.” —Edward Gately

4
Cloud file sharing and content management is practically
a commodity at this point, which makes it a challenge for
vendors who want to differentiate their offerings — not only
to end users, but also for channel partners, who have more
options than ever before.
To set its services apart, Box is making its cloud storage
smarter, leaning heavily on machine learning technology by
companies including Google and Microsoft. Rather than
just providing a space to store and share files in the cloud,
Box is developing a framework, called Box Skills, to help
customers use machine learning to make files easier to
find and organize by automatically assigning them context,
such as facial recognition in photos and video. The initial
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skills automatically add intelligent metadata to images,
audio and video files, providing context to the content Box
customers upload to the cloud.
Box is also using machine learning to provide a
customized user experience. Box Graph is a machine
learning model that analyzes how people and content
interact on Box, providing a personalized experience for
users and surfacing relevant content through Box Feed.
For channel partners, machine learning in Box may
drive customer engagement, expanding cloud storage
deployments and improving renewal rates.
—Nicole Henderson

25 Orgs to Watch

5
A year after it was announced, CenturyLink’s $34 billion
acquisition of Level 3 Communications is finally a done deal.
The merger creates a telecom behemoth — the secondlargest domestic communications provider serving global
enterprise customers, second only to AT&T.
John DeLozier, vice president of CenturyLink Channel
Alliance, said there’s a lot to look forward to now that the
merger is final, with much opportunity for strategic partners
— that is, the top 25 partners throughout the country —
as well as master agents and partners that operate on a
regional basis.
“Not only do I have strategic and indirect partners, but I
also have all of our alliances moving forward,” DeLozier said.
“That’s our SIs, our strategic partnerships with companies
like VMware and Cisco, and Avaya … as well as our software
providers. There’s a great place for those alliance partners
in our world as well to sell solutions with them and through
them to customers.”
Level 3’s assets increase CenturyLink’s network by 200,000
route miles of fiber, including 64,000 route miles in 350
metropolitan areas and 33,000 subsea route miles connecting

multiple continents. Accounting for those served by both
companies, CenturyLink’s on-net buildings are expected
to increase by nearly 75 percent to about 75,000, including
10,000 buildings in EMEA and Latin America.
Al Sadowski, research vice president for 451 Research,
said CenturyLink was a player before. But now, combined
with Level 3, it adds a lot more network capability globally
to compete with the likes of AT&T and Verizon and other big
players such as NTT and British Telecom.
Of course, adding thousands of miles of fiber along with
melding operations, engineering and IT, and a channel
program is a massive undertaking. Still, Sadowski says
CenturyLink has an advantage.
“For several years now, CenturyLink has been in the
process of automating its business functions,” he said. “So
it’s perhaps going to have an easier path than if it was just
starting now, because they’ve started down a road toward
that automation of network provisioning, for example, adding
things like SD-WAN and having SAP HANA, it’s looking
to provide managed services beyond simple transport.”
—Edward Gately

6
2017 was a busy year for Comcast Business. The
company expanded into SD-WAN, which enabled it to reach
beyond its traditional base of small-business customers to
enterprise accounts. Comcast Business also entered new
relationships, including one with Avant in April.
Avant joins a growing list of Comcast Business master
agents who have grown with the company since Comcast
started selling cloud and communications services six years
ago. This list includes Intelisys, Telarus, TBI and others. With
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help from Comcast Business, these distributors provide
MSPs, agents, cloud service brokers and more enviable
options for transforming their businesses.
Little wonder, then, that Comcast’s sales continue
to rise. In the third quarter which ended on Sept. 30,
business services revenue increased almost 13 percent.
One big reason why: indirect sales by new channel
partners looking to grow their monthly services revenue.
—T.C. Doyle

25 Orgs to Watch

7
With its announcement this fall that it will go all-in on
security-as-a-service, Continuum fired what is likely to be
the first shot in a new battle among toolset vendors for the
cybersecurity loyalties of managed services providers.
The new offerings, announced during the company’s
annual Navigate user conference in October, include a
comprehensive software-as-a-service solution, a 24/7/365
security operations center and aggressive support for
marketing and end-user training.
“Your customers believe you are responsible for securing
them today,” CEO Michael George told the audience during
a keynote. “If you don’t get in this business, someone is

going to take your customers.”
The idea is to enable smaller MSPs, which often lack inhouse resources to provide sophisticated security solutions
and around-the-clock monitoring, to leverage Continuum’s
tools and talent.
Continuum pioneered this concept in the MSP space
by offering a remote monitoring and management (RMM)
platform that is natively integrated with an around-the-clock
network operations center. Bringing that same operational
efficiency to security could position Continuum as an early
leader in what’s likely to be an important new practice area.
—Aldrin Brown

8
In May the combination of the CenturyLink data centers
with an extensive security portfolio from private equity
firms Medina Capital and BC Partners created a $2.8 billion
“super max of data centers” — an apt analogy given the
size of CenturyLink’s footprint (57 data centers comprising
2.6 million square feet of raised-floor capacity) and the
breadth of its security offerings.
Having former Terremark CEO Manuel Medina at the
helm hasn’t hurt, either.
In September, the company announced a global channel
program with Avant, Westven and SageNet as inaugural
partners. Tina Gravel, Cyxtera’s senior vice president of
global channels, structured the program to incentivize
partners to sell the full suite.
Challenges remain in pulling together a unified offering
comprising colocation and cloud with four security

8
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technologies: the Brainspace analytics platform for digital
investigations, Cryptzone’s secure perimeter offering, Catbird’s
security policy enforcement and Easy Solutions’ electronic
fraud detection and prevention. But the combined company
is well-positioned to capture business from high-value,
highly regulated verticals in the near term.
Looking further ahead, it’s clear the future of IT is a
mix of public and private cloud. Hybrid or multi, doesn’t
matter. Customers need a better way to grant access
to their applications and systems than an IP address.
Identity and context, like location or device, matter, a
lot. By baking in policy-based analytics and enforcement
and playing nice with public cloud vendors like AWS
and Azure, Cyxtera has most bases covered. The
model is a smart one for partners and customers alike.
—Lorna Garey

25 Orgs to Watch

9
At Extreme Networks’ recent Global Partner Conference,
Bob Gault, its chief revenue and services officer, said a year
ago his company’s stock price was $3.50 and it was the No.
13 networking company.
“A lot of customers didn’t know where we were going,”
said Gault.
Flash-forward to today. The stock price is $11.42, and
Extreme is now in the No. 3 market position, he said. And
judging by comments from top executives, this is just the
start of Extreme’s strategy to steal more and more market
share away from Cisco, Hewlett-Packard Enterprise (HPE)
and other competitors. To beef up its portfolio this year,
Extreme acquired Zebra Technologies’ WLAN unit, Avaya’s
networking business and Brocade Communications Systems’
data center networking business
“Going forward, we’ve got all the assets in place to not
just compete, but win,” Gault said. “The only thing that can

stop us is us. If we can have a conversation with a customer
on a unified solution … there’s no doubt we can win.”
The company insists competitors like Cisco and HPE
lack Extreme’s clarity of purpose, and that it now has “the
broadest portfolio” to serve enterprise customers end to
end, from the data center out to the access layer, with one
unified management platform.
Cisco and HPE would likely dispute that characterization,
but there’s no doubt Extreme is now a legit option for
enterprise networks, including for IoT projects.
Extreme’s top goal for 2018 is achieving $1.1 billion in yearover-year revenue growth. In January, it is launching a new
unified partner program that combines existing and acquired
programs and technologies, and is designed to expand
the end-user value proposition for global channel partners.
—Edward Gately

10
GE is leveraging its history in the industrial market to
place a big bet on the Internet of Things as the path to
digitization, claiming it will be a Top 10 software company
by 2020. At the heart of this Herculean effort is GE Digital’s
Predix, an operating system for industrial IoT applications
that is fast becoming the de facto platform.
More than 2,700 people from around the world attended
GE Digital’s annual Minds+Machines event in San Francisco
last year, where virtually every major channel partner —
from Accenture to PwC — promoted their IoT services. IoT
projects require lots of integration, which means billions of
dollars will flow through the channel: ABI Research predicts
that IoT system integration and consulting revenues will
surpass $35.7 billion in 2022, up from less than $17 billion
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this year. GE landed on Forrester’s short list for major IoT
platform providers.
GE Digital also has been expanding its channel program
to help a growing number of independent software vendors
(ISVs) use Predix. GE Digital says its ISV program has
more than 100 registered partners, with more than 35
actively developing a commercial, industrial solution,
and it expects this number to grow with the increased
adoption of the industrial internet worldwide. Participants
in the program have access to the Predix platform, which
includes Predix capabilities, data services and security
services, GE Digital says. ISV partners also receive
application development support, including training.
—Tom Kaneshige

25 Orgs to Watch

11
Ingram Micro is clearly a company in transition, and in
a big way. It was acquired by Chinese conglomerate HNA
Group for about $6 billion in 2016, and around the same time
purchased Parallels Odin Service Automation platform, which
it was already using — one among many acquisitions. Not
only is Ingram poised to play in the big China market, and
expand global business opportunities for partners as well,
but it will be interesting to see how U.S. partners benefit
from increased availability of products.
The Odin purchase further reinforces Ingram’s seriousness
about its cloud business objectives, which began about a
decade ago with the launch of a cloud services portfolio.
What to watch for: The distributor seems to be navigating
the challenge of maintaining tight relationships with its small,
midsize and large partners. On the cloud front, Ingram

Micro continues to add functionality to the Odin Service
Automation platform to help partners transact their cloud
business, offered in conjunction with the Ingram Micro Cloud
Marketplace. Ingram Micro also continues to offer a solid
and well-respected annual Cloud Summit, and the distributor
has strong cloud leadership with Jason Bystrak, executive
director of Ingram Micro Cloud.
But there are challenges in keeping a $43 billion,
20,000-person company agile. As Ingram Micro works
to shed its “traditional distribution” reputation, it’s
angling to be seen as the go-to source for emerging
technologies, vetting startups and as-a-service offerings,
and expanding enablement offerings and finance options.
—Lynn Haber

12
Microsoft is driving artificial intelligence, or AI, into its
core products, from Cortana Intelligence Suite to Dynamics
365. Microsoft Azure Machine Learning is part of Cortana
that enables predictive analytics and interaction with data
using natural language and speech. A Forrester survey
of business and tech professionals found only a small
number of companies with AI implementations now, yet
more than half said they plan to invest in AI in the next
12 months. Specifically, 37 percent plan to implement
intelligent assistants for customers, and 35 percent doing
the same with cognitive products.
Speaking at Channel Visionaries in San Jose, California,
last January, Larry Persaud, director of Azure strategy, gave
an example of an AI chatbot helping an agent lock in a
hotel reservation. Microsoft’s AI technology also improves
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the Uber customer experience by ensuring drivers match
their profile photos and securing passenger information.
“We want our partners to understand what this really
means for the future [and] to learn about the business and
technical aspects,” Persaud said. “Data and intelligence
are very tightly coupled. We’re adding machine learning
aspects, readying AI into our data platform.”
Armed with the right know-how, channel partners can help
customers tap the power of AI by adding algorithms to apps
and leveraging cloud-based tools such as Microsoft Azure
Machine Learning and Cortana. Everything from natural
language processing and image recognition to visual search
to machine learning can find their way into your toolbox.
—Tom Kaneshige

25 Orgs to Watch

13
It’s not often we see VARs become true market forces.
Traditional reseller business models have difficulty scaling up
because of their commodities-based revenues. One of the
few ways to grow a VAR practice is to add new employees,
and the increased cost often offsets any growing profits. But
today’s automation tools and cloud technology make scaling
a tech business easier and less expensive.
Though making the transition toward a service-based
model, security reseller-turned-service provider Optiv still
operates in large part as a traditional VAR. It was formed
in 2015 by the merger of Accuvant and FishNet Security.
Together, the two entities had revenues totaling $1.5 billion
in 2014.
Then, Optiv embarked on a series of acquisitions: In
April 2016, the company snapped up identity and access
management firm Advancive, May brought third-party risk
application vendor Evantix into the fold, and Optiv swallowed
New England-based Adaptive Communications in June.
In March 2017, it acquired Pennsylvania-based Comm

Solutions to gain a foothold in the Northeast market.
The deal reflects a growing trend of resellers-turned-service
providers finding big success with packaged solutions,
especially as equity firms look for companies with established
recurring revenue streams.
In a high-profile announcement in September, former
FireEye and McAfee CEO Dave DeWalt and retired United
States Army General and former CIA Director David Petraeus
joined Optiv’s board, adding more heft to the company’s
rapidly growing market presence.
Today, Optiv occupies a top 10 spot in cybersecurity
consulting firms with revenues that increased by 15.5 percent
to $373 million in the year following the KKR acquisition
— not a bad place to be in an industry projected to reach
$170 billion in the next three years. And just last November
it snapped up Toronto-based Conexsys, expanding its
reach into Canada, as well as the government vertical.
—Kris Blackmon

14
As cloud adoption by organizations of all types and sizes
continues to accelerate, innovative software companies
are finding opportunities to develop cutting-edge tools to
solve emerging problems.
ParkMyCloud is just such a provider.
Among the biggest advantages of public cloud is the
ability to easily scale computing and storage to use only the
resources one needs. But too often, MSPs and customer
IT teams fail to shut down VMs and storage instances
when they’re not needed, leading to wasted cloud spend.
ParkMyCloud offers a way to automate the turning on
— and off — of cloud resources to maximize the costeffectiveness of public cloud.
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The idea that companies are spending billions of dollars
a year on 24 x 7 servers, when many of those resources are
idle much of the time, is what got ParkMyCloud co-founder
and CEO Jay Chapel $1.65 million in seed funding in late
2016. Chapel says simply pausing nonproduction servers
used for tasks such as development, staging, testing and
QA when they aren’t needed can save companies up to
60 percent on their AWS bills.
Originally rolled out just for AWS, the product is now
compatible with Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform.
As firms increasingly look for ways to maximize cloud
dollars, companies like ParkMyCloud could find themselves
big beneficiaries in the year ahead. —Aldrin Brown

25 Orgs to Watch
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Pax8 loves to distinguish itself from “traditional distributors”
and their cloud strategies — its “Escape from distribution,
you need a wingman” tagline and “born in the cloud” cred
are straight up shots across the bows of the likes of Ingram
Micro and Tech Data. Pax8 makes no bones about its view
that hardware, billing and support baggage weighs down
and distracts traditional distributors from providing partners
with an unburdened cloud strategy.
The company’s marketing is fierce, attractive and expansive,
and Pax8 backs up its swagger with programs to help
partners learn how to market and sell cloud and a streamlined
cloud marketplace with quote, build and provisioning on a

single screen. Company leaders boast about its exclusive
focus on cloud, its aggregation of leading cloud solutions
for MSPs to deliver to their SMB customers and enablement
to help partners build a successful cloud practice and
subscription business.
Pax8’s goal in 2017 was to double the number of
partners it does business with, from 1,000 to 2,000, as
well as double the number of employees. Well, Pax8
reports having 2,500 partners to date, and more than
125 employees. Looking ahead to 2018, Pax8 is again
gearing up for significant growth of its partner base.
—Lynn Haber

16
If you think “colocation” when you hear “Rackspace,” it’s
time to take another look. The company, which bills itself as
the No. 1 managed cloud provider, wants to be the go-to
source for partners looking to help customers move to the
cloud. To that end it offers integrations with AWS, Azure
and Google; support for VMware; and an updated slate of
management and security services.
Last November, Rackspace brought on a new CTO,
Joel Friedman, the former chief technology and security
officer at Datapipe, which it acquired that same month.
Datapipe will help customers move critical workloads out
of their corporate data centers and into the cloud. Also
in November, Rackspace announced a deal with HPE to
deliver its OpenStack Private Cloud on HPE hardware as
a managed service sold on a pay-for-what-you-use basis
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— two main benefits of public cloud. The private cloud
may be housed in a customer data center, a third-party
colocation facility or, of course, a Rackspace data center.
And last year, Rackspace reiterated its open source cred
by taking Innovator of the Year honors at the Red Hat Summit
and making key announcements at the OpenStack Summit.
Little-known fact: Along with NASA, Rackspace invented
OpenStack in 2010.
On the channel side, Rackspace recently added a
new incentive program that matches dollar for dollar
deals that new and existing agents generate when
selling managed hosting services valued between
$10,000 and $150,000 in monthly recurring revenue.
—Lorna Garey

25 Orgs to Watch
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SaaSMax was named a cool vendor by Gartner in 2017,
and it’s easy to see why. Although the company stays low
on the radar, innovative CEO Dina Moskowitz is using
technology to change the vendor-partner relationship, while
paving the way for other women in tech.
Moskowitz says SaaSMax is a marketplace or aggregator
of SaaS solutions and the channel. The company helps
match partners and SaaS ISVs looking to leverage the
channel, acting as a personal concierge and creating new
business opportunities for both software companies and
partners, while giving them the tools to do business together.

Another way the born-in-the-cloud distributor distinguishes
its cloud marketplace is by opening up the range of SaaS
offerings for lines of business — marketing, sales, accounting,
ERP and other business intelligence applications that might
not find a home in other cloud marketplaces.
And, it practices what it preaches, using a business
intelligence solution, Partner Optimizer, to use data and
automation to matchmake vendors and partners by creating
strategic profiles of channel partners and prospects.
—Lynn Haber

18
Salesforce continues to be one of the most disruptive
vendors in the software as a service market — itself a force
reshaping IT. The company has been investing in artificial
intelligence capabilities on the product side, while growing
its AppExchange marketplace.
Introduced a year ago, Salesforce Einstein AI is powering
new offerings across its platform, including Einstein
Forecasting, a new, fully automated solution that uses all
of a company’s historical CRM data to “take the guesswork
out of forecasting.” According to Salesforce, Einstein is
delivering more than 475 million predictions daily.
More recently, Salesforce’s business app marketplace,
AppExchange, hit 5 million installs — a number that reflects
a growing opportunity for its partners, according to Leyla
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Seka, executive vice president, AppExchange, Salesforce.
“The success and scale of the AppExchange reinforces
the power of apps and is a true testament to the power
of ecosystems as a business differentiator,” Seka wrote
in a post on Medium. “Ecosystems also offer a unique
opportunity for partners to go to market together, resulting
in sales cycles that are more personalized, efficient and
tailored to solving complex customer challenges.”
In 2018, Salesforce will continue its momentum
in building its app ecosystem and leveraging new
insights from Einstein, which will help partners deliver
solutions to customers across industry verticals.
—Nicole Henderson

25 Orgs to Watch
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The mandate for traditional VARs to evolve into managed
services providers is a topic of discussion at any channel partner
conference you can name. But saying it is different from doing it.
If you’re looking for inspiration, let’s hold Sirius Computer
Solutions up as an example.
It was only a few years ago that Sirius ran a solid VAR
operation. Although it achieved enough success to operate
on a large scale, its business model echoed that of many
small to midsize traditional resellers. It was an IBM shop
and built its relationships and reputation on reselling and
integrating IBM solutions — a true VAR success story.
When Sirius decided to expand into managed services, it
first sought to beef up its existing revenue base by bringing
competitor MSI Systems Integrators into its fold in 2010.
In 2016, it bet big on its security solution business when
it bought Force 3, then continued to bolster that business
with its acquisition earlier last year of Continuum Worldwide.

20

+

In August 2016, ScanSource bought technology services distributor
Intelisys for $83.6 million. With roots in bar-code devices, point
of sales systems and physical security systems, ScanSource
recognized the need to blaze a new trail, and Intelisys was
further along than they when it came to selling tech services
that produced a recurring revenue stream. Since then, the two
companies have learned tough lessons. VARs and telecom
agents have not converged en masse as expected. But
ScanSource deserves recognition for visionary thinking.
Today, its communications and services accounts for
33 percent of the combined companies’ business. The
combined companies now serve more than 500 vendors
and carriers, plus 35,000 VARs and sales agents.
Better yet, ScanSource is poised to make the most of IoT
opportunities, leads the way in knowledge transfer with its
Cloud Services University and contributes thought leadership
through its participation in the Channel Futures Think Tank and
other forums.
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And just last summer, it acquired Forsythe Technologies
in a high-profile, big bucks transaction that secured a joint
annual security revenue of more than $500 million. The
acquisition expanded the company’s reach into the profitable
professional services vertical.
Though its transition from VAR to MSP is still new, Sirius
isn’t resting on its laurels. The company has a sharp eye on
the changing nature of the channel and is already positioning
itself to compete with new partner types with the launch
of a digital marketing agency last year. This business is
specifically designed to target the profitable marketing
technology sector, offering everything from digital strategy
to automation solutions.
Sirius’s forward-thinking approach and agility that belies
its size drove its inclusion on our 2018 companies to watch
— and maybe learn a lesson from. —Kris Blackmon

As for Intelisys, to borrow from William Shakespeare,
some master agents are born disruptive (think Avant) and
some have disruption thrust upon them. Being acquired by
ScanSource provided them with resources that have fueled
notable expansion over the past year.
Its annual partner conference, Channel Connect, held last
October, was moved to a venue to accommodate an expanded
attendee population and broke sponsorship records.
In an interview with Channel Partners during the conference,
Intelisys discussed the expansion of its channel support
team; more than 40 positions were added in the past
year, including channel managers and national solutions
engineering team members. Super9 is expanding, as well.
The three-day intensive training program, part of Intelisys’
Cloud Services University, is designed to make partner
businesses and their sales staffs more productive. In 2018,
there will be more training content and new program options.
—T.C. Doyle & Buffy Naylor
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It’s hard to think of a more channel-friendly vendor that covers
as many bases in its market as Sophos does in security. Selling
exclusively through partners, the company is in the leader
square of Gartner’s Magic Quadrants for endpoint protection
platform and unified threat management and a visionary in
enterprise mobility management. It recently announced new
ransomware protection and advances in network security around
its XG Firewall, which Kendra Krause, vice president of global
channels, told Channel Partners is Sophos’ fastest-growing
product, contributing to a 40 percent Q316 increase in the
number of global partners selling its endpoint and network
protection.
The attraction, in large part, is a Synchronized Security
ecosystem that covers endpoints, mobile devices and servers
with integration into the Sophos Central platform. The system

surfaces insights gained by constantly chattering nodes. That
adds iterative value the more products you sell to a customer.
In response, 2017 saw plenty of security providers pulling
together consortia to help partners assemble multivendor
product and service bundles, depending on APIs to deliver that
sort of a unified view. But given a tight security skills market,
Sophos’ focus on making a full suite of endpoint and network
security products communicate out of the box is a compelling
argument for an integrated suite from one vendor.
As of Sophos’ FY17, the company had about a 90-plus
percent renewal rate among current customers, generating
$632.1 million in FY17 billings. That’s more than 24 percent
growth, with 81 percent of that recurring subscriptions. It now
has some 34,000 global partners, up from 26,000 in September
2016. –Lorna Garey

22
Today, VARs and MSPs have an avalanche of different
components they must be knowledgeable about, and
changing customer demographics demand highly
specialized solutions. It can be hard to keep up.
If only there were a way to combine forces with other
solution providers to offer a wider breadth of knowledge
and deeper customer support, a consortium in which
partners symbiotically worked together to grow their
own businesses, while also helping companies that are
technically competitors.
That’s why Tim Conkle founded The 20, a syndicate in
which MSPs from varying verticals, technical specializations
and geographic locations pool resources to grow their
businesses and better serve their customers.
“We are able to deliver technology in a way we’d always
dreamed about in the past and always aspired to do for
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our clients,” says Charles Henson, managing partner at
Nashville Computer Company and a member of The 20.
Say an MSP has a solid health care solutions practice
and wants to expand into finance. The company has no
experience in fintech solutions and isn’t quite sure how to
best capitalize on the new market. That MSP just calls up a
member of The 20 that has built a solid fintech business, and
the two partners work together in a fluid alliance that allows
them both to benefit from the first MSPs expansion efforts.
When a company joins The 20, it signs an ironclad NDA
designed to keep Conkle’s “secret sauce” to channel
success under wraps. But Conkle would say this much
about how he trains partners to be successful: “If you can
figure out three things, you can be successful: Lead gen,
sales and scale,” he says. “And I’ve figured out all three.”
—Kris Blackmon

25 Orgs to Watch
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VeloCloud spent 2017 breaking away from the pack and
becoming one of the most well-known names in the burgeoning
SD-WAN industry. It has scored more than 60 partnerships with
large service providers, launched a security technology partner
program and recently announced a new policy implementation
approach.
VMware’s plan to purchase VeloCloud rocked the SD-WAN
industry when the companies announced the deal in November.
VMware is buying VeloCloud with the goal of implementing its
technology to expand VMware’s NSX virtual networking stack.
VeloCloud’s synergy with service providers was also one of the
major attractions for VMware.

Most industry analysts declare that VeloCloud is the market
leader for SD-WAN and that it is in a two-horse race with Viptela,
which Cisco purchased in 2017. Maybe, maybe not. But the
VMware-VeloCloud deal is a prime example of consolidation
in the SD-WAN market and is making rival vendors consider if
organic growth is a legitimate strategy to compete.
Questions surround how VeloCloud will operate under the
umbrella of VMware. Do the two companies have a strong
synergy? Will the much larger parent company slow innovation
for VeloCloud as it tries to stay abreast of the quickly developing
SD-WAN market? We’ll see. —James Anderson

24
Verizon’s channel partners saw plenty of change in 2017.
The telecommunications company made a major shift in its
go-to-market model at around the same time it acquired
the fiber optic business of XO Communications. The newly
implemented Verizon Business Markets program targets
small businesses, as well as local and state governments
and educational institutions, and the program goes through
the Verizon Partner Program when it sells indirectly. Verizon
took pains to avoid overlap between the two programs
by putting channel chief Janet Schijns on the executive
leadership team of VBM, while also maintaining XO’s
channel program as its own entity.
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Schijns’ departure for Office Depot last summer prompted a
shift in personnel. Joe Chuisano took the role of director
of global channels and looks to provide support and
consistency to partners.
At the same time, Verizon is in a technology arms race
with other large telcos, battling on the 5G, IoT and softwaredefined networking fronts. So far, it’s holding its own: The
company recently reported a 13 percent year-over-year
increase in IoT revenues, while working to maintain its
wireless standing. The key will be how well channel partners
bring in those SMB customers and SLED customers as
growth, organic and inorganic, proceeds. —James Anderson

25 Orgs to Watch
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ZeroStack delivers a private cloud platform that promises
users the simplicity of a public cloud with the security and
performance of a private cloud. As customers sensitive to
data sovereignty and cost explore their options, vendors like
ZeroStack, that make the process of standing up a private
cloud easier, could see more interest from channel partners
that want to provide that choice.
The company says its AI-driven architecture and integrated
self-healing design eliminates most operational complexities
and costs for managed service providers. ZeroStack also
provides a built-in app store where partners or customers can
deploy tools with one-click, including apps around container

and orchestration, big data and PaaS.
ZeroStack runs on industry-standard servers, which makes
it easy to deploy, and it integrates with AWS for customers
who want to run hybrid clouds. The platform also provides
automated provisioning of container clusters.
With cloud security being of paramount importance to
customers, the ability for patching and built-in monitoring to
be automated in ZeroStack could also lift some of the burden
from channel partners, who may not have enough staff or the
right cloud expertise to manually keep up with these tasks.
—Nicole Henderson

WHO WILL BE THE
2018 CHANNEL INFLUENCER OF THE YEAR?
2018 promises to be a big year for the
channel, one filled with disruption, innovation,
transformation and opportunity. As always,
technologies, trends, companies and partners
will work to shape the new channel. In the
February print issue of Channel Partners,
we recognize the one individual who we
feel impacted the direction of the channel
the most. You won’t want to miss our indepth interview with our first-ever Channel
Influencer of the Year, in which they share
their insights, expertise and opinions about
what lies ahead for the channel.
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8

TECHNOLOGIES
THAT WILL TAKE
OFF IN 2018

There’s a lot at stake when choosing to sell a new technology. It’s your reputation on the line
with customers, and then there’s the cost of vetting suppliers, training your team and marketing
the offering. Here are eight areas we think are worthy investments.

AR
Augmented reality — virtual reality’s more business-ready
cousin, Pokemon Go notwithstanding — enables end customers
to interact with digital objects while keeping a foot in the
physical world. Think a digital service manual projected right
onto industrial machinery from special goggles, or a virtual
test drive at a virtual Cadillac dealership. Look to Apple ARkit,
Google Tango and AR SDKs like EasyAR, Vuforia and Wikitude.
—Lorna Garey

CHATBOTS
Laugh all you want, but the lowly chatbot is set for a break out
2018. Bots are getting smarter, faster and cheaper — good for
IT shops that effectively deploy them to handle basic customer
inquiries, but possible trouble for those who could be displaced
by technology. With all eyes focused on AI, VR, IoT and more,
the lowly chatbot could be the most disruptive innovation of 2018.
—T.C. Doyle
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8 Technologies

DDOS PROTECTION
Protection against distributed denial-of-service attacks can be
sold as an on-premises appliance, as a service or in a hybrid
model. It’s easy to deliver as part of a security bundle, yet all but
impossible for a customer to buy when under attack. There’s
a wide range of suppliers, with Akamai Technologies, Arbor
Networks, Cloudflare, Imperva and Radware all offering either
hybrid or as-a-service options; carriers including WindStream are
getting into this game, as well. And DDoS attacks are getting
bigger and more frequent thanks to IoT and ransom schemes.
—Lorna Garey

5G
When the current technical barriers are overcome, 5G is going
to become one of the foundations of the truly connected
world of the future. With latency as quick as the flap of a
hummingbird’s wings, 5G technology will enable a faster, more
data-rich world. And yes, we know that practical use cases
aren’t predicted to hit until around 2020, but you can bet we’ll
be hearing a lot more about 5G in 2018. Time to study up.
—Kris Blackmon

GDPR COMPLIANCE SERVICES
The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation goes into effect on May
25, 2018. You have two kinds of customers: those who know
about GDPR, but have no idea whether they need to comply and
those who are still blissfully ignorant. Short answer, any company
that stores or processes personal information about any EU citizens
must demonstrate compliance. Fortunately, providers from
Microsoft to Ubicore offer modules or guidance. Customers will also
need e-discovery services to find out what data they hold and
where it resides. They can wait to see if the EU decides to make
an example of some U.S. company and levy massive fines, or they
can cover their bases. Read: Pay some now or, maybe, a lot later.
—Lorna Garey
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8 Technologies

INTERNET OF THINGS BUNDLES
ABI Research predicts IoT system integration and consulting revenues will
surpass $35.7 billion in 2022 from less than $17 billion this year. That’s
a compound annual growth rate of more than 16 percent. “Enterprises
looking to develop IoT solutions may not contact hardware or software
vendors and instead rely on the advice of a SI to navigate the marketplace
to find solution components that deliver a full solution,” says analyst Ryan
Harbison. We agree — IoT is the biggest managed services opportunity that no
one knows how to exploit. Here are some practical IoT offerings you can sell now.
—Tom Kaneshige

NFV EVERYTHING
More and more vendors are rolling out their offerings — from
firewalls to UC to SD-WAN — as virtual network functions. Services
once sold as appliances are being delivered as software. Easy to
update, fatter margins and no more hardware to deal with. What’s
not to like? Here’s a primer on getting your business software-defined.
—James Anderson

PROCESS AUTOMATION
ITSM vendor and SaaS powerhouse ServiceNow pinpointed
enterprise automation as a hot technology to watch in 2018, and
we agree. By automating routine tasks, intelligent automation
has the potential to free up skilled employees for high-value
work. And it minimizes the risk of human error. Longer term,
automation is our only hope to cope with the ongoing explosion
of data, which will only increase with the Internet of Things.
—Edward Gately
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8
JOHN DELOZIER

INNOVATORS
FOR 2018

John DeLozier hit the ground running
when he became vice president
of CenturyLink Channel Alliance
in 2016. DeLozier has worked to
make CenturyLink accommodating
for all types of partners and increase
partner opportunities with various
technologies. And now with
CenturyLink’s acquisition of Level
3 Communications finalized, he has
an even bigger playing field in the channel, working side by side
with Garrett Gee, Level 3’s channel chief. DeLozier will play a
prominent role in guiding CenturyLink’s next chapter starting in
January. —Edward Gately
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The channel is about people. These
forces to be reckoned with include
analysts, industry executives and
thought leaders who are paving the
way to the new channel.

HILARY GADDA

As director of channel development
for TPx, Hilary Gadda has the contacts,
expertise and chops to get the job
done — and done well. The cofounder and president of Women
in the Channel has more than 20
years in the channel, the last 16 with
TPx, where she facilitated triple-digit
channel sales growth. —Buffy Naylor

8 Innovators

ZEE HUSSAIN

JAY MCBAIN

JANET SCHIJNS

CRAIG SCHLAGBAUM

Late last year Zee Hussain was
handed the keys to AT&T Partner
Solutions by Brooks McCorcle,
who will be a tough act to follow.
But we’re betting that when
Hussain takes responsibility for
AT&T’s three realigned indirect
channel programs — Partner
Exchange, Alliance Channel and
ACC Business — and puts them
all under the same umbrella for the first time ever, he’ll be
able to tease out new synergies that will benefit AT&T and
its partners. —James Anderson

You didn’t think that Janet
Schijns’ move from Verizon to
Office Depot was taking her out
of the channel game, did you? If
anything, in her new role, Schijns
could make an even bigger
impact on partners. She’s intent
on harnessing the Office Depot
brand and making creative use
of the retailer’s brick and mortar
locations, and she’s signed on Michelle Ragusa-McBain as
senior director of technology sales and services and Heather
Tenuto as vice president of channels to help. Watch for more
at Channel Partners Conference and Expo. —Lorna Garey
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Forrester analyst Jay McBain is
unique in that he stands at the
intersection of digital transformation
technologies, especially the Internet
of Things, and the channel. He has
deep knowledge and expertise
about the transitional challenges
the channel faces in the new
digital economy. McBain speaks
at numerous events, is very active
on social media and has an extensive channel network. Most
importantly, channel pros listen to him when he raises alarms
over the need to specialize and embrace new technologies.
—Lynn Haber & Tom Kaneshige

As vice president of indirect
channels at Comcast, Craig
Schlagbaum has been instrumental
in driving some serious growth and
positioning Comcast Business as
a serious player in cloud services.
The job is doubly difficult because
Comcast Business has fierce
competitors and an aggressive
direct sales arm. —T.C. Doyle

8 Innovators

ROB RAE

Datto was already on fire for most
of the year with its continued
international expansion and
extension of its product line into
wireless networking. The merger
with Autotask just adds interest.
Datto remains a solid contributor
to its partners and has the potential
of disrupting other sectors of the
market. A large part of this has to
do with Rob Rae’s efforts, bolstered by support from Austin
McCord. Last year, McBain ranked Datto Vice President of
Business Development Rob Rae the top influencer in the channel,
and we don’t predict his presence will shrink anytime soon.
—Larry Walsh & Kris Blackmon

GEEMAN YIP

Geeman Yip founded BitTitan in
2007 from his Seattle basement
and has grown the company over
the past decade to focus on helping
MSPs be successful in the cloud.
Yip is passionate about enabling
MSPs to embrace what makes
them different, and helping them
protect their intellectual property.
—Nicole Henderson

ASK THE ANALYST: CHANNEL PEOPLE OF THE YEAR

W

hile you’ll have to wait for our
print issue to find out our Channel
Influencer of the Year, we asked
Larry Walsh, CEO and chief analyst at
The 2112 Group and a member of the
Channel Partners advisory board, for his
list of people to watch.
Ryan Walsh, CEO of Pax 8: Pax 8
remains a small distributor, but it’s making
waves. Pax8 is positioning itself as “the
anti-distributor,” and the disruptive model
put forward by Walsh is getting a lot of
people’s attention. Walsh (no relation, but
he’s Irish and that makes him practically
a cousin) is attracting the interest of
vendors and partners who want to step
up in the cloud market.
Vincent Brissot, vice president, head
of channel marketing, operations
for HP: If you want to look at someone
who is doing some really creative and
innovative channel marketing, look at
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Brissot. He is not only rolling out material
and training, but also introducing new
tools that are truly state-of-the-art.
Tony Francisco, CEO & founder of
CloudPlus: I’m expecting big things out
of CloudPlus in 2018. Francisco and his
team are working on new and innovative
models to enable channel partners
to bring cloud services to market.
CloudPlus is a small company, but it
won’t be for long if Francisco’s vision
comes to fruition.
Kimberly King, vice president, global
channels and partners, Progress: Under
King’s leadership, Progress is embracing
IoT and providing partners with the tools
and products to capitalize on the growing
number of IP-enabled devices. I expect
King and Progress will greatly expand
their IoT footprint and show other vendors
how to work in this growing channel
segment.

Steve Pataky, vice president of
worldwide sales and channel chief,
SonicWall: Pataky is one of the smartest
guys in the channel. He’s old school but
knows how to apply the fundamentals
in a dynamic world. Earlier this year, he
and the SonicWall team implemented a
security university program. It’s one of the
better partner training initiatives I have
seen in a while.
Eric Kohl, vice president of the
advanced solutions, networking and
security business unit at Ingram Micro:
Kohl is the driving force behind the rapid
expansion of Ingram’s security practice,
enabling resellers and integrators to meet
the myriad security needs of customers
from SMBs to enterprises. With Ingram’s
recent acquisition of Cloud Harmonics,
Kohl will bring more security technologies
and resources to market in 2018.
—Larry Walsh

8 BUSINESS
TRENDS
FOR 2018
WHAT BUSINESS TRENDS WILL HAVE
THE CHANNEL COMMUNITY BUZZING IN 2018?

Digital Agencies
These born-in-the-cloud partners know how to talk to LOB
buyers and are tuned in to the business needs of their
customers. Considering how much tech spend has shifted
from the IT department to LOBs, these agencies are on to
something. Traditional partners that want to compete better
brush up on their business acumen fast. —Kris Blackmon

Comprehensive Security as a Service
As security becomes a preoccupation across the
technological landscape, MSPs charged with running
environments of small- and medium-sized businesses are
on the front lines of ensuring those networks are secure.
Increasingly, resource- and talent-constrained MSPs could
be drawn to the efficiency of partnering with a single vendor
for one-stop-shop security solutions packages they can
offer to end users. —Aldrin Brown

Serverless Computing
Developers are always looking for technology that can make
their lives easier, and serverless computing promises to do
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just that. With serverless computing, there is no need to size,
provision or maintain servers in the cloud, making it ideal for
applications with rapid time-to-market and unpredictable
scale requirements. Yes, there’s a server somewhere, but
its configuration, location or availability aren’t your problem.
Just worry about the code. —Nicole Henderson

Vertical & LOB Specialization
Vendors and distributors have been beating the drum
around line-of-business and vertical market focus for
years — they insist this expertise is critical for partners
to differentiate their businesses and thus stay relevant
and in the funnel for business opportunities. They’re
right — and specialization is only increasing in
urgency. Customers and top suppliers want partners who
understand their business and products molecular level
— or at least, with deep vertical and/or LOB insights.
Partners who develop specialized practices and go
deep around verticals, will be more valuable to their
customers and to their vendor and distribution partners.
So get moving. —Lynn Haber

8 Business Trends

Security As C-Suite Topic

Revenge of Open Source

Here’s one trend: Board-level angst about security is reaching
fever pitch. Thanks, Equifax. But partners should resist the
urge to use high customer anxiety to hawk another layer
of protection.
We’ve been watching board-level angst about security
bubble up for some time. Between Equifax and GDPR, it’s boiling
over at big firms. Expect that anxiety to trickle-down to small
and midsize customers — and when it does, resist the urge to
just pile on another layer of security product. Why? Because
80 percent of breaches are attributable to user error and
often won’t be stopped by a product. So go sell consulting
around training and policy development. More complicated than
slinging another cloud security service? Yes. Sticky-making
and profitable? Check and check. —Lorna Garey

If you’ve been in tech a while, you remember when running
a production workload on Linux was considered living
dangerously. This year Channel Partners covered a number of
open source events, and let’s just say, times have changed.
At the Red Hat Summit, Microsoft was a platinum sponsor.
Cisco, HPE, IBM, Juniper, Oracle and other household names
jockeyed for attention with the likes of Big Switch, Black
Duck and NuoDB. If you don’t have an open-source practice,
why not? Remember: OSS isn’t just a different development
model from packaged software or SaaS — it’s a different
revenue model. Check out this primer on license types from
Channel Futures. You make your money on support (read:
services) not selling a one-time license and maintenance
deal. —Lorna Garey

SD-WAN Consolidation & Commodification
You can expect more acquisitions in the SD-WAN market
after VMware and Cisco set a precedent by gobbling up the
two largest vendors in VeloCloud and Viptela, respectively.
For many of the smaller companies, M&A is the best way to
boost their customer base and remain competitive. “Pureplay vendors” founded solely to provide SD-WAN are an
attractive find for an industry that is wary of layering hardware
on top of hardware. —James Anderson

ABOUT THE CHANNEL INFLUENCER AWARDS
Channel Partners has joined forces with Channel Futures — new home of MSP Mentor, The VAR Guy and Talkin’ Cloud — to present the industry’s first Channel Influencer Awards
recognizing the 50 people, technologies, trends and organizations that will shape the new channel in 2018.
THE CATEGORIES
➤ 25 ORGS TO WATCH: Top suppliers, consultancies, distributors and master agents moving the channel forward in 2018, selected by the editors who know these
beats inside and out.
➤ 8 TECHNOLOGIES FOR 2018: Partners need to stay on top of the innovations that will move customers into the digital era. Look no further than our list.
➤ 8 BUSINESS TRENDS FOR 2018: What topics will have customers buzzing from the C-suite on down? Here are the hot business trends that will shape the channel
in 2018.
➤ 8 CHANNEL INNOVATORS: These forces to be reckoned with include analysts, industry executives and thought leaders who are paving the way to the new channel.
➤C
 HANNEL PERSON OF THE YEAR: We’ll name the individual who has done more than anyone to shake up our community.
Winners will be recognized in the February issue of Channel Partners and at a gala event during our largest Channel Partners Conference & Expo, where 6,000-plus partners and
suppliers will converge April 17-20 at the Venetian & Sands Expo in Las Vegas.
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